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Ü The difference is... Ü

Ü ...what we create every day. Ü
Blazing colors. Inventive graphics. Vivid reproduction.
Multi-Color can transform a generic container into a
powerful vehicle— capable of energizing a brand, vitalizing
a package and moving consumers to say, “I want that!”
We provide our customers with one-source
solutions for the most demanding, technically complex
label applications in the industry. We offer all major
methods of packaging decoration and have won major
awards for quality of printing in each of those processes.
We also possess the ability and unmatched
technology to combine printing methods on the same
package and seamlessly manage even the most difficult
of those integrated solutions.
Utilizing advanced technologies, Multi-Color is
revolutionizing packaging decoration, rapidly delivering
these solutions to market, while driving down costs.
And the dynamics of that model are resonating in
the marketplace.
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9 Delivering innovation and
reliability to the best
customers is the difference.:
Multi-Color is a premier resource of innovative decorating
solutions and packaging services for customers around
the globe. The list contains many of the world’s largest
manufacturers of consumer goods including home
care, health and beauty, food and beverage, household
chemicals, automotive, and lawn and garden products.
These partners are represented by many of the
world’s best selling and most respected brands. Currently
we provide products and services to more than 650
customers in the United States, Canada and Mexico, as
well as Central and South America. And opportunities
for growth are significant. Geographic expansion, new
brands, new products— even new industries— all provide
avenues to expand Multi-Color’s reach and influence.

N The difference begins with talented,
passionate, and committed people
who have the drive, capabilities and
personal accountability to exceed
customer expectations. N
Common to all Multi-Color associates is their uncommon dedication to being
the best. The remarkable capabilities of these talented individuals make our
company a leader in the global marketplace and deliver sustained growth for
shareholders. They are committed to innovation and quality in both the products
they produce and the service they deliver. Across all levels, our associates realize
that individual contributions really do effect the company’s overall success.
And in a highly competitive marketplace, that strength is a defining difference.
We sincerely thank them.

ƒ Innovative technologies are the difference.≈
No field of endeavor or set of products requires the continuous innovation and
cutting-edge technology that consumer goods packaging does. End-users the world
over demand more and more convenience, while consumer goods companies insist
on quality of product combined with ease and economy of application. Multi-Color
delivers that value while constantly searching for new ways to increase design
potential and create visual impact.
Only expertise in multiple technologies can keep a company ahead of the extreme
curve of change in this arena. And no company has the breadth and depth of labeling
processes that Multi-Color does.

Innovation using the Heat Transfer Labels process
High print quality with crisp graphics and the ability to generate a virtually 360-degree “no-label look” is
generating demand for Heat Transfer Labels. In addition, heat transfer labels have high durability in wet or
harsh environments and allow recycling the container without label removal. Using patented “frost” ink they can
also give the appearance of an acid etched surface. Color change inks, where an image appears with dramatic
change in temperature are also available.
Unique Heat Transfer Labeling (HTL) solutions from Multi-Color include:
ß Ink-Only™ technology for the optimum no-label look,
ß Flameless™ technology that eliminates flame treating of glass or plastic containers,
ß Frosted effects– without the high cost or environmental impact of the acid etch process.


Images are preprinted
in reverse on a special
wax-coated release
paper. Blank containers
are fed into the
decorator assembly
line. The labels are preheated at a warming
platen which activates
the ink and adhesive
layers and a heated
silicone rubber pressure
roller applies them to
the container.
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5 Creating shareholder value makes the difference. 5
Net Revenues increased

Net Income grew to a record

8%

to a record $222 million

$11million,
13%

Diluted Earnings Per Share rose by

a 15% increase

to a record $1.62

Dear Fellow Shareholders
In previous sections of this annual report, we have highlighted the key factors that make

Shareholders’ Equity increased

22%

the Multi-Color difference. We’ve discussed the difference of our technologically advanced
to more than $64 million

label applications and our innovative manufacturing processes. We’ve also expounded
on what a difference our talented, dedicated, and highly vested associates make to the

Total Debt decreased by nearly

$23 million,

company. Furthermore, we touched on the difference added by Multi-Color’s impressive
an 81% reduction

roster of quality customers and their trusted brands and products. It is the sum of these
differences that make Multi-Color unique and relevant in our industry.

Operating Cash Flow increased to over
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$25 million,

a 24% increase

Our basic strategy is the same today as

The year ended March 31, 2007

particular, I am very pleased with the nine

it was nine years ago— to cost effectively

was a success on many fronts. Revenue

percent organic sales growth in our core

deliver to our customers a broad

increased to a record $222.4 million,

label business, which was approximately

portfolio of products and services that

up eight percent compared to the

double the market average. The

provide innovative decorating solutions in

previous year. Net income rose 15

significant productivity improvements in

an unbiased manner. This is the essence

percent to $11.0 million or $1.62 per

our Packaging Services Segment, where

of the Multi-Color value proposition.

diluted share. It was the ninth consecutive

gross margin increased to 13 percent

Again in fiscal 2007, that uncomplicated

year of record sales and the sixth

from five percent, is also very gratifying.

value proposition has produced

consecutive year of record net income

outstanding results.

and increased earnings per share. In

Cash generated from operating
activities was used to reduce outstanding
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debt by $22.7 million or 81 percent.

As mentioned earlier, the

success and growth. Similarly,

continue delivering our value proposition

goods marketplace. This sector is

In closing, let me say that the

This resulted in a 39 percent reduction

contribution that our associates make

the corporation has a direct and

to customers. Members of the sales team

experiencing robust growth and promises

opportunity to lead this fine organization

in interest expense compared to the

to the consistent growth and success

vested interest in the success and

are our front line in customer contact. They

to continue to perform well into the

is extremely gratifying. And I believe we

previous year. These results were

of the company cannot be overstated. A

growth of these associates. Toward

are trained to listen— listen to customers

foreseeable future, providing us the

can all answer with confidence when

achieved despite a $3.0 million ($1.9

results-driven culture has emerged in the

that end, we have established the

when they speak and understand their

benefit of predictable and sustained

anyone inquiring about our company asks,

million after-tax) charge for expenses

Multi-Color workplace where goals for

Learning and Development Center,

problems. Then recognize and help

growth. This certainly doesn’t mean we

“What’s the difference?”

related to two potential acquisitions that

both the company and its associates are

where associates come together in a

execute solutions that meet or exceed the

can afford to rest on our laurels or roll

were terminated during the third quarter

clearly defined. In a recently conducted

structured environment and are given

customer’s expectations.

with the tide. Conversely, management

of fiscal 2007.

Associate Engagement Survey, the

the opportunity and the tools to improve

question with the most favorably rated

after being honored by Forbes as one

Though sophisticated technology

has to remain diligent and agile— ready

themselves in many areas including

has elevated our company to its position

to take advantage of opportunities, be it

answer was: “Do you know what is

leadership skills, emotional intelligence,

of prominence, we must not lose sight

by continued technology development or

Francis D. Gerace

of the Best 200 Small Businesses in

expected of you?” The overwhelmingly

relationship cultivation, customer

of the fact that it is the day-in, day-

maintaining a strong and fluid balance

President and

America, Fortune Magazine recognized

positive answer to this question means

service and project management. The

out execution of the basics— things

sheet that ensures strategic and

Chief Executive Officer

Multi-Color in 2006 as one of the 100

that across the employment spectrum,

synergies generated by interaction

like safety, productivity, quality, and

beneficial acquisitions can be made when

Best Small Businesses. In addition, the

our associates are aligned with

of associates at the Center are a

service that will maintain our position of

the time, conditions and benefits merit.

company won numerous industry awards

shareholders in their resolve to see these

positive force for the corporation,

leadership in the industry.

for technical excellence and innovation

goals accomplished.

while associates acquire or enhance

We can all be proud that just a year

including nine from the Tag and Label

Over 60 percent of our associates

Manufacturers Institute, three from the

choose to be Multi-Color shareholders

Packaging & Label Association and two

and truly have a direct and vested

from the Gravure Association of America.

interest in the company’s continued

I would like to express my

Looking forward, I have a great deal

appreciation to the Board of Directors for

skills that will be lifetime personal and

of confidence in continued success

its support and guidance. The counsel of

professional assets.

and sustainable growth for Multi-Color.

board members is of great value to me

I am excited that our sales force

One reason is the arena in which we

in endeavoring to increase shareholder

has been upgraded and is poised to

operate— the fast-moving consumer

value and to achieve long-term growth.
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(1) Includes $3.0 million charge ($1.9 million after-tax) for acquisition expenses.
(2) Includes $0.28 per share charge for acquisition expenses.
(3) All share amounts have been adjusted to reflect the 3-for-2 stock split effective November 30, 2003.
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Multi-Color At A Glance
Decorating Solution

Markets Served

Advantages

Outlook

Pressure-Sensitive Labels

Health and beauty, food and beverage,
household appliances, automotive,
stationery

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pressure sensitive labels are the dominant
technology in the industry, encompassing twothirds of the market. Demand for these labels is
projected to grow 6%.

Food and beverage, automotive

• A wide range of looks from paper stock to high gloss
metallized film
• Excellent graphics reproduction and on-product durability
• Dependable high speed application
• Cost effective choice for high volume applications
• Performance characteristics from standard paper to full wet
strength paper

Cut and stack labels will continue to be a low-cost
option for the food and beverage industry. It is a
steady, predictable and consistent market.

Food and beverage, home care,
automotive, lawn and garden

•
•
•
•
•

Multi-Color will continue to have the leadership
position for in-mold labels with the development of
lower cost materials. In-mold labels are projected
to grow 5-8%.

Health and beauty, food and beverage,
automotive, household chemical,
adhesives and sealants, promotional

•
•
•
•

Sharp, bright colors
Metallic/pearlescent inks
Patented “frost” ink, giving the appearance of acid etch
Color change inks – image appears with dramatic change in
temperature
• Open copy for the ultimate “no-label look”
• Ideal for a variety of shapes and sizes of containers

Our high-speed flameless technology provides a
growth opportunity by creating a competitively
priced total label application and is
environmentally safe. Heat transfer labels are
seeing a resurgance and are projected to grow
8-10% per year.

Food and beverage, health and beauty

•
•
•
•

360 degree graphics
Bright metallic and pearlescent effects
Scuff resistance by reverse printing
Contour fit can be applied to virtually any size or
shape container
• Multi-pack presentation

Shrink sleeve labels are the fastest growing
segment of the industry at 15%. Consumer
products, food and beverage, personal care and
many other markets are moving to shrink sleeve
labels for their complete container decoration
capability.

Personal care, home care, health care,
food and beverage, automotive, lawn
and garden

•
•
•
•

Digital and analog proofing systems
Chemically etched and mechanically engraved cylinders
Multiple station plating and etching line
Ballard shell and sleeve technology

Our full-service, in-house graphics capabilities
continue to expand and offer innovative solutions.
Customers save time and money using our
concept-to-container capabilities.

Personal care, home care, health care,
food and beverage, automotive, lawn
and garden

•
•
•
•

On-site package engineering for design and sourcing
Process Plan of Control (PPOC) procedures to monitor projects
Radio frequency enabled Warehouse Management System
EDI enabled direct ship services

Consumer products companies find value added
results in our management of their packaging,
assembly and shipping of goods. Our design
expertise, along with the quality and efficiency
in our production, is key to the continued growth
we’ve experienced.

Pressure sensitive is a label technology in which
printed labels are peeled from their liner and
transferred to the container with pressure. They
are virtually self-adhesive stickers.

Cut & Stack Labels
Cut and stack labels are adhered to containers
and products using an adhesive applied during
the labeling process.

In-Mold Labels
In-mold is a labeling technology in which a label
is adhered to the container during the bottle
molding process.

Heat Transfer Labels
Heat Transfer is a labeling technology in which
reverse printed labels are transferred off of a
special release liner onto the container using heat
and pressure.

Shrink Sleeve Labels
Shrink sleeve is a label technology in which labels
are shrunk over containers for maximum label
area and contour.

Graphic Services
Multi-Color’s all digital pre-press facilities move
customer artwork through the graphics process
with low cost, accuracy and speed. The plants manufacture
gravure cylinders for internal use as well as for various
gravure printers across the country.

Packaging Services
Quick Pak is a leading packaging services
provider of high volume promotional packaging,
custom giftset design and assembly, POP design,
shrink banding and sleeving, shrink wrapping, and
turnkey project management.
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Sharp, bright colors
Shimmering metallics
Versatility
Low application costs
Application in-line with filling operations
Wide range of face stocks and adhesives

The ability to handle unique container shapes
Product security
Eliminates delamination
No post-mold labeling costs
Potential for lightweighting of the bottle
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The Multi-Color Network

Corporate Information

Shareholder Information

Multi-Color has a network of nine manufacturing facilities in the United States. This wide range of capability, technology
and versatility ensures our ability to meet and exceed the requirements of our customers’ global decorating needs.
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